PBA DAVID M. ROSENBLUM
GLBT PUBLIC POLICY AWARD

NOMINATION

The PBA GLBT Rights Committee is seeking nominations for the Annual PBA David M. Rosenblum GLBT Public Policy Award, to be presented during the PBA Annual Meeting, May 6-8, 2020, at the Philadelphia 201 Hotel in Philadelphia, PA.

David Rosenblum, a very active member of the PBA GLBT Rights Committee and a staunch proponent of civil rights and especially in those circumstances relating to GLBT issues, passed away suddenly in May of 2014. David was a driving force behind the “How Marriage Counts Report” project—although, unfortunately he did not live to see the report get published in June of 2014. He dedicated his professional career to the advancement of GLBT rights, and he was a leader in promoting civil rights and equality before the law for the GLBT community.

Each nominee must satisfy the following criteria:

1. The nominated individual must be a lawyer, a member of the judiciary, or a legal academic, who has made a significant contribution to the advancement of GLBT individuals in the legal profession and/or to GLBT legal issues; and
2. The nominee must be either a member of the GLBT community or an ally of the GLBT community; and
3. The nominee must impact society through constitutional advocacy, legislative acts or advocacy, or judicial decisions and development of case law impacting society in a manner that supports equality and justice for the GLBT Community;
4. The nominee must be a leader and use their position of leadership to inspire others to act and promote civil rights and equality before the law for the GLBT Community;
5. The nominee must have effected change that resulted in a positive impact for the GLBT community.

PART I.

Provide the following information pertaining to the Nominee:

Name:

Title:

Email Address:

Organization Name:
Organization Address:

Organization Telephone Number:

**Nominated By:**

Name:

Title:

Email Address:

Organization Name:

Organization Address:

Organization Telephone Number:

**PART II**

1. Describe the individual’s background and how he/she made a significant contribution to the advancement of GLBT individuals in the legal profession and/or to GLBT legal issues:

2. Is the nominee a member of the GLBT community or an ally of the GLBT community? Provide examples of activities and/or involvement:

3. Describe how the nominee has impacted society through constitutional advocacy, legislative acts or advocacy or judicial decisions and development of case law impacting society in a manner that supports equality and justice for the GLBT community:

4. Describe the positive impact on the GLBT community from the nominee’s efforts:

**DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION OF NOMINATIONS IS:** March 31, 2020

Please submit submissions to:

Ursula Marks
Committee Relations Coordinator
Pennsylvania Bar Association
100 South Street, P. O. Box 186, Harrisburg, PA 17108
Ursula.marks@pabar.org